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Summary: An absorbing book, full of Dickensian details.--
Forbes Wafa Sultan is a great heroine of our times, willing to
risk everything to stand up to these immense evils when most
people are too fainthearted or politically correct to do so. A
God Who Hates should be read closely and studied by the
President, European leaders, and all Western policymakers and
opinion-shapers -- before it is too late.-- Robert Spencer,
author of theNew York TimesbestsellersThe Politically Incorrect
Guide to Islam (and the Crusades)andThe Truth About
Muhammad Wafa Sultan experienced firsthand the immense
contempt of human dignity Islam harbours, and the
unimaginable cruelty Muslim women have to endure on a daily
basis, resulting from it. Her compelling book is a touching life
story filled with bone chilling examples of what it is like to live
in a society that is ruled by Islam and how valuable our
Western freedom truly is. It is because brave women like Wafa
Sultan have the courage to speak out against this doctrine of
hate that we in the West have been forewarned. I hope that
everyone reads this book...
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Extensive guide for ebook lovers. It generally does not cost excessive. Your way of life span will likely be convert the
instant you complete looking at this ebook.
-- R ocky Da ch-- R ocky Da ch

Certainly, this is the very best work by any author. It is amongst the most remarkable publication i have got study. I am
just happy to inform you that this is actually the greatest pdf i have got study inside my individual daily life and can be
he very best publication for at any time.
-- Gilber t R ippin-- Gilber t R ippin
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